
Transfer of all rights of reproduction and communication 

 
I, the undersigned, Surname………………………First Name………………………….. 
Address 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
hereby transfer non-exclusively the rights of reproduction and communication of the 
Work of which I am author, known as ………………………………………………… , to 
the City of Angers, which accepts these rights, as part of the exhibition entitled 
“Xème Triennale internationale des mini-textiles: Too web or not to web / Trop de 
toile ou pas”. 
I consent to this transfer which includes the rights of reproduction and 
communication valid for all places and all countries and all languages using any type 
of promotional and communicational form of expression either known or as yet 
unknown and forms of publication in newspapers and periodicals, catalogues, 
postcards, posters, by electronic, analogical, magnetic or digital processes, or edited 
electronically (CD-ROM, DVD) or communicated and reproduced on a digital 
network, and I acknowledge that this will take effect from the Work being received 
by the Directors of the Musées d’Angers to its being returned to its owner. 
I hereby give permission to the City of Angers to use these rights either directly or, 
should the exhibition travel, to grant use of them to a third party who, under the 
authority of the City of Angers, will use them in via any public communications 
process either already existing or to exist in the future. 
 
I commit myself to guaranteeing that the City of Angers will not be subjected to 
disturbances or legal claims or be supplanted regarding the rights I have hereby 
transferred. 
I hereby vouch that I stand obliged to guarantee the consent of all my heirs and 
legatees  concerned by the transfer of the above-mentioned rights. 
 
Any transfer to a third party likewise commits the responsibility of my legatees and 
heirs. 
 
I confirm to you as and whenever necessary that I expressly acknowledge the 
counterpart to the aforementioned services and uses as being my right to my work 
being promoted as part of the exhibition. 
 
The present document is made in two copies 
 
Angers                                         (date) 
 
 
 
 
Signature: 


